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INEQUALITIES BETWEEN INTRINSIC METRICS

JACOB BURBEA

Abstract. We introduce the "mût order Carathéodory-Reiffen metric," the

"mth order Bergman metric" and the "mth order modified Bergman metric"

on M. Here M is a complex manifold which is ample in a suitable sense.

These "metrics" are defined on T(M) and they are intrinsic. They arise as

solutions of maximum problems. The first orders of these "metrics" (except

for the modified Bergman metric) are the corresponding familiar metrics.

All these metrics are biholomorphically invariant. We establish a chain of

inequalities between them. This generalizes an earlier result of Hahn, proved

by different methods.

1. Preliminaries. For a point z = (z,, . . . , z„) E C we let 6°°(z) denote the

class of all G°° functions near z. Let v = (u„ . . . , vn) E C — (0}. The

following vector fields (in the direction of v) are defined on S°°(z):

V-W1.  a„- t^J-,    m = 0,1,....
j=\   ozj

Thus d£f(z) = f(z). Likewise we can define 9™ where

3» =   2  «j TT •
7-1     «7

We write Am(z: v) = {/ G 6x(z): dj(z) - 0, k - 0, 1,.... m - 1}, m > 1.

Here ^4,(z: v) = Ax(z).

For the sake of simplicity we assume first that M is a bounded domain in

C. Let HX(M) be the Banach space of bounded holomorphic functions on

M normed by \\f\\x = supz6A/|/(z)| and let H2(M) denote the separable

Hilbert space of holomorphic functions on M normed by ||/||2 = (/, f)x^2,

where

(f,g)=f f(z)W)d<*(z).
JM

Here du(z) is the usual 2n dimensional volume element of R2". Let K(z, f ) be

the standard Bergman kernel of H2(M). Finally, let HK(M) be the Banach

space of holomorphic functions on M normed by

\\f\\K= sup \f(z)\K-W{z,z),       \\f\\K<oo.
z<EM
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Clearly, HX(M) c H2(M) c HK(M), the injection being continuous.

Let f EM and v E C" - {0}. Consider the following sets:

SM,,(?: t>) - {/ e //»(M): 11/11^ < 1} n Am{l. v),

Sm,2(^ ») - {/ e ^2(M): ||/||2 < 1} n ,4m(f: o),

V3(f: ») = {/ e ^(M): ||/]|^ < 1} n Am($: v).

A standard argument shows that SffiiS: u) = S$'X<b(C): <t>*(v)),j = 1, 2, 3,
whenever <b: M -» M* is biholomorphic. Let

(1) RmJ{$: v) = sup{|3,r/(0|2:/ 6 5m,(f: o)},      j = 1, 2, 3.

A normal family argument shows that the supremum is attained by some

FmJ E SmJ($: v). Here FmJ(z) = FmJ(z: ?, v), m > \,j - 1, 2, 3. Moreover,

the extremal function Fffl2 is unique up to a rotation (a Hubert space

argument). We write

(2) C2 = RmA,   B2 = K-xRm,2,   L2m = K-xRmi3,   K=K(t;,$).

Cm = Cm(f : v) will be called the wth order Carathéodory-Reiffen metric for

M. C,(f: v) is the ordinary Carathéodory-Reiffen metric introduced in

Reiffen [6]. Likewise, Bm = Bm($: v) is called the mth order Bergman metric

for M and /?,(£: v) is the classical Bergman metric. We call Lm = Lm(f : v)

the wth order modified Bergman metric. We shall show that all these metrics

are intrinsic.

2. The main results. It is evident that Cm is holomorphic decreasing namely,

if </>: M -+ A/* is holomorphic, then C^fotf): </>«(ü)) < C^tf: u). We
have:

Proposition 1. The metrics Cm, Bm and Lm are biholomorphically invariant.

Proof. This is trivial for Cm. For the other metrics we make the following

observation: Let <¿>: M —» M* be a surjective biholomorphic mapping with the

nonvanishing Jacobian J^ =dw/dz, w = <j>(z). Then, /^(/° <£)./,,, is an

isometry of H2{M*) onto H2(M) and of HK(M*) onto HK(M). Here,

km(^,í) = KM.(<b(n,W))\Mn\2

and

/?<#>(£: v) = A<¡F>(tff): *,(«))K*(Í)|2.      i = 2- 3.

The assertion now follows from (2).

The metric B2(Ç: v) can be expressed in a closed form in terms of the

kernel function. In fact, by a standard Hubert space argument (cf. [1, p. 29])

and a use of the reproducing property of the kernel K(z, f ), the value of

Rm.2(Í- v) of (1) can be given by

where
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Jm = Jm($: v) = WS[K, 9>, . . . , d?K],       K = *(£, £),

is the (w + 1) order Wronskian with respect to the vector field 3,, evaluated

at f. Here J0 = A"(f, f )• A similar expression for the unique (up to a rotation)

extremal function Fm2 can also be given. For example, for m = 1,

B2 = tf ~lRx2 = /í-2^[/C-, 9>] = 9„9>g K,

which is the usual expression for the Bergman metric B2($: v). Also

FX2 = ei9K^2Bx-\[KxK( ,f )),       0 < 9 < 2m.

Thus

B2 = (KJm^x)-lJm,       m>\.

Theorem 1. Let f G Af. Then, for each v E T^(M), the following chain of

inequalities

(ml )2C2m <C2<B2<L2m,       m> 1,

holds.

Proof. B2 < L2m follows from the fact that Sm2(f: u) c Sm,3(£: v). The

function F™, belongs to Sm ,(f : u) and thus

c,2, = *„,, >KF^(n\2- («îVm.iîoi2"'- (^!)2c,2m,

proving (m!)2C,2m < C2. The function

belongs to 5m2(í: u) because ||<pj|2 < 1 and <pm G ^m(f : u). Hence, by (2),

KB2 >|9>m(0|2= K\dvmF^(S)\2- KC2.

Equality holds if and only if \\<pm\\ = 1 which is equivalent to

|/^,i:(,0|a-*(r,f).

Therefore,

fM(l-\FmA(z)\2)\K{z,!)\2da,(z)=0

or that |.Fm>1(z)| = 1 which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the

theorem.

Remarks, (i) The inequality C2 < B2 was first stated by Hahn [2], by using

another method developed by Look [5]. Following Kobayashi [4, Problem

A.7] we conjecture that C2 < B2 < k(M)C2, where k(M) is a positive

constant depending only on the bounded domain M.

(ii) Our theorem can be generalized in an obvious way to certain Hilbert

spaces of holomorphic functions or of holomorphic forms on a complex

manifold. A special case of these spaces is treated in the next section.
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3. Extension to manifolds. Let M be a complex manifold of a complex

dimension n. There is no problem in defining Cm on M and in fact, as in

Theorem 2, we have (m\)2C2m < C2. The adaptation of the Bergman kernel

function theory to complex manifolds is by now standard (cf. [3]). Here,

however, we take a slightly different course.

Let F2(M) be the space of holomorphic «-forms a = adzx A ' ' ' A dzn on

M, normed by \\a\\j = i"2fMa A «• Let U be a local coordinate neigh-

borhood of z E M. Since |a(z)|2 is plurisubharmonic in U, we have, for each

compact subset A of U

(3) KOI < A^||a||2,       ÇEACU,

where NA is a positive constant depending only on A. Consequently, F2(M) is

a separable Hubert space with the scalar product

(a,ß) = i"2f aAß-

Let vEC - (0). For a fixed £ E U c M we write /)£a = 3*a(£). * =

0, 1, ... . Thus D°¿a = a(f). According to (3) each D^ is a bounded linear

functional on F2(M) and therefore there exists a unique DCj in F2(M) such

that a(£) = (a, %^) for each a E F2(M). %r is the kernel «-form at f E (7

C A/, and ^(z) = K(z, $)dzx A ' ' ' Adz„ in a local neighborhood F of

z E A/. Clearly, K(z, f) =AT(f, z) and K(z, f) is holomorphic in F X {7.

#(z, £) is a locally defined Bergman kernel function. The Riesz représenter of

a bounded linear functional a* on F2(M) is the unique element a of F2{M)

such that a*f = (/, a) for each / E F2(M). The natural pairing (a*, b*)

stands for (b, a), b, a E F2(M). We have the obvious:

Lemma 1. The Riesz représenter of D™r in F2(M) is d™%ç, where, in a local

neighborhood V of zE M, 3™3Cj (z) =3„ sK(z,j)dzx A • ■ • /\dzH. More-

over, (D£, Z)*f) = 3*3¿"A-(f, f) am/ \\D^\\2' = dmdmK(Ç, f), m > 0.

Clearly, AT(f, f ) > 0. K($, f ) > 0 for each f E A/ if and only if A/
satisfies:

(M,) For each f E A/ /«ere z's an a E F2(M) with a(f ) ^ 0.

For A/ satisfying (M,) we can unambiguously define the Banach space

FK(M) of holomorphic «-forms a with a = a(z)dzx A ' ' " A dz„ in a local

neighborhood U normed by

\\a\\K= Sup Sup|a(z)|A:-1/2(z, z).
c/cA/ zeu

Again, F2(M) c Fk(M), the injection being continuous. The sets Smj(Ç: v),

j = 2, 3, of § 1 can be adapted to the present case in an obvious manner and

in particular (see (1) and (2)) B2 < L¿. A use of Lemma 1 shows that B2 is

well defined in terms of K, exactly as in §2. We now make another

assumption on M which guarantees that C,(f : v) is never zero.

(M2) For each f E M there is an f E HX(M) with dJXf ) ^ 0 /<"' «#/>>
v E T^M).
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If M satisfies (M2), then our Fm ,(z) = Fm ,(z; f, v), which belongs to

5m>1(í: v), satisfies ^"/„.(f)!2 = C^(?: v) > 0, m > 1. As in the proof of

Theorem 1, the «-form

<Pm = Fm¡x%s/K^2,       K = K(S, f ),

belongs  to  5m,2(?:   c),   and  so  O^ > |Z>£çJ2 - jqS;^^)!2 - *C¿,

where, we must have a strict inequality because i^ , is not a constant.

Summing up the things we have said before leads to:

Theorem 1'. Let M be a complex manifold satisfying (M,). Then (Ml)2C2m

< C2< B2 < L2m. If, in addition, M satisfies (MJ, then 0 < (ml)2Cfm < C2

<B2<L2m,m> 1.
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